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From National Preoccupation to Overseas Aspiration1
Michael Keane 
 
Dramatic content, including imported drama, comprises almost half of the broadcast time on 
Chinese television.2 The considerable viewer appetite for TV drama on the mainland, however, 
does not necessarily translate into high quality output that captures export markets. In fact, the 
apparent advantage of large numbers is undermined by market fragmentation and lack of rights-
consciousness. As I will suggest, these institutional imbroglios lead to cost-cutting in so far as 
producers are unwilling to take risks. Censorship at the pre-production stage further weakens the 
vitality of Chinese dramas. When finished dramas look for audiences in overseas markets, 
ideological emphasis militates against reception. Due to the pedagogical role of Chinese TV 
drama within the nation-state, moreover, there has until recently been no concerted push to 
internationalize. In turn, the predisposition to concentrate on the domestic market, combined with 
a lack of export consciousness among producers, has impeded innovation. As Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, and Korea have found out, selling content in multiple markets pushes producers to create 
new trends and genres, in this way taking more risks. 
. While some dramas have done well, the track record in regional and international 
markets is patchy when compared with the achievements of Hong Kong, Korean and Taiwanese 
drama. At the moment little reliable evidence exists to quantify overseas sales, although national 
statistics are willing to acknowledge that China remains a net importer of cultural products, and 
television drama in particular. On 15 April 2005, a report in the People’s Daily lamented China’s 
“cultural trade deficit, noting that in 2004 China imported nearly 1.2 million audio-visual 
products — the same amount as it exported.3 However, the value of exports was significantly 
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lower. In the television sector the trade deficit was stark. Statistics showed that China’s imports 
of TV drama were eighteen times the number produced in the country. Since then, Korean 
dramas have captured an even greater share of the Mainland market. 
In this chapter I look at some of the export successes of China’s television drama 
industry. In recognizing dramas that have registered sales in international markets, it becomes 
apparent that classic and historical tales have been the mainstay. Other evidence, often anecdotal, 
suggests that the influence of Chinese dramas overseas has been considerable, mainly assisted by 
video distribution networks in Chinese communities and informal piracy channels (see chapter by 
Cai). There is a sense, however, that Chinese producers may be on the verge of breaking out of 
the national mindset, either by selectively targeting the tastes of audiences in East Asia, or by co-
producing dramas with Taiwanese and Korean partners. Achieving these objectives aligns with a 
broader national aspiration, for China to become recognized as a “creative nation.”4      
 
Limitations and Great Expectations 
In many cases, national success anticipates export success: that is, it is easier to sell a TV 
product abroad once it has conquered the home market, assuming of course there is a degree of 
cultural proximity in the targeted market.5  Furthermore, the sale of product abroad is subject to 
competition from other international destinations. As I will discuss, mainland TV drama had 
begun to establish a market presence in the Taiwanese market from 2000 to 2005. Within a year, 
however, the impact of the Korean Wave – a term used to describe the surge in Korean popular 
culture from the late 1990s – had washed away much of the gains. Assisted by the Korean 
government cultural export agency, Korean TV drama first colonized the Japanese market before 
moving into Chinese-language markets. Korean producers were quick to realize that cross-border 
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trade in finished programs observes a fundamental economic logic of television industries — 
namely, that once initial production costs were met, further profits can be attained in secondary 
markets, even taking into account translation costs of subtitling.6
To understand the value of TV serial exports it is worth considering other regions of 
international trade. Undoubtedly, the most successful international drama export, aside from U.S. 
cop or investigative genres, is the Latin American telenovela. This serial format constitutes 
approximately 70 – 80 percent of TV exports from Latin America. Mexican telenovelas in 
particular have consistently garnered home success as well as strong sales in Spain. Despite what 
one writer sees as a limited set of social situations and stereotypes: “poor and beautiful but tender 
women, rich men, bad stepmothers, good priests, incidental doctors, faithful servants, decadent 
aristocrats ….” – these narratives are sought after by international audiences.7 Thematic 
limitation, together with huge overseas language markets, also reflects the Mainland Chinese 
experience. However, unlike Latin American telenovelas Mainland Chinese TV drama has not 
transcended its limitations. When dealing with modern themes, Chinese TV drama scriptwriters 
have consistently struggled to fashion silk purses out of pig’s ears; in other words, restrictions 
imposed by zealous officials on the thematic content of TV drama have led to a glut of dramas 
featuring good characters wronged by unscrupulous authorities, tragic characters molded from 
the clay of socialist realism. While some dramas have used partisan themes to excellent effect, 
such elements have reinforced perceptions of Mainland content as excessively ideological.       
In effect, the national preoccupation with pedagogy has a dual impact: it impedes the 
confidence of the local industry and it opens the door for imports, whether these are consumed 
through broadcast channels or through video disk sales. During a presentation in Guangzhou in 
2003 at the seventh annual Flying Apsaras Awards (feitian jiang) for TV drama excellence, 
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China’s Propaganda Department Arts Bureau director Li Baoshan lamented that only 20 percent 
of television dramas in China experienced significant sales, that another 20 percent barely 
covered costs or made narrow profits, while 60 percent were unable to cover their costs of 
investment. Such complaints about market failure might appear somewhat incongruous coming 
from a spokesperson for a regulatory body that has relentlessly stifled the creativity of Chinese 
artists and writers over the past fifty years. Without wishing to cast blame on this government 
“spiritual civilization” protection agency, Liu Junjie, the vice-general manager of China 
International Television Corporation Company, weighed into the quality debate, suggesting that 
the reasons for the huge waste of resources in television drama were low levels of creativity, 
mediocrity, slipshod production, and an inability to adapt to the demands of the market.8 In 2005, 
Zhang Xinjian, the deputy director of the Cultural Market Department within the Ministry of 
Culture, explained the root causes of China’s inability to correct the TV drama trade deficit as 
follows: “Most exported Chinese TV dramas are old-fashioned and poorly packaged by 
international standards, which doom them to fail.”9
In effect, these criticisms were directed at the inward-looking media production mentality. 
Under the media system that operated up until the late-1990s, TV production and distribution 
were co-linked. In other words, television station had drama production units that produced 
dramas according to the decisions of stations chiefs who were obliged to churn out a requisite 
percentage of political stories each year. These might then be sold or exchanged with other 
stations, in effect a limited distribution model. There was no great need for quality, supply of 
dramas regularly exceeded demand, and the preoccupation was the national audience. If overseas 
broadcast was countenanced, it was invariably framed as sending out politically correct accounts 
of Chinese history and society.  
Comment [bry1]: Do you 
mean "was not linked to 
distribution"? 
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On a national policy level, the extension of the number of TV channels for the sake of 
ensuring propaganda delivery was deemed more important than content. This “channel-before-
content” model of Chinese media production was neither a long-term growth model, nor an 
export-enhancement model. Fortunately for the growth of the industry, China’s World Trade 
Organization (WTO) accession in 2001 heralded a sea change. While not liberalizing the 
television market to the same extent as the telecommunications sectors, the WTO accession 
alerted industry regulators to the challenge of internationalization. The key proposition that 
emerged was:  China had to make better TV programs if the industry was to prosper in the face of 
new competition. One of China’s leading TV executives, Bruno Wu, made this point at an 
international forum in 2006. When asked the reason for China’s “cultural trade deficit,” he neatly 
summarized the solution and the problem in two words: “good content.”10
 
From National Propaganda to Export Aspiration  
The turn from national propaganda to export success provides a number of challenges. 
Part of the solution is to strengthen the quality of domestic production, which is blighted by over-
production and wastage of resources. Many dramas never make it to the small screen, and only a 
minority has a chance of finding a prime time audience. In 2007, 13, 840 episodes were produced 
in China, of which only 7,000 found were actually broadcast.11 Many of the 6,840 episodes that 
failed to make the small screen were undoubtedly of dubious quality; however, many are not 
broadcast because they are deemed too risky, despite having received clearance. Problems of 
conservatism at the point of sale persist, although the recent outbreak of pink dramas (see chapter 
by Huang in this book) signals greater receptivity from viewers to issues of sexuality and 
personal freedom. During the 1980s and 1990s, state censors had ruled such themes to be too 
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“foreign” and too “unhealthy.” However, internationalization inevitably brings with it a degree of 
liberalization. As China’s accession to the WTO approached during the late 1990s, many critics 
expressed fears that Western culture would impact upon the Chinese national audience; 
producers, however, were more worried about the next wave of competition for the Chinese TV 
drama industry. Fears of Western imperialism proved to be largely unfounded. By 2001, Chinese 
audiences had turned in large numbers to Korean dramas. 
As mentioned in the introduction, several factors have impeded the successful export of 
Chinese TV dramas. The fundamental constraints are financial limitations on production, 
censorship, and cultural specificity.12 The first is fairly self-explanatory: most of the television 
stations in China that produce narrative content are under-resourced and unable to invest 
substantially in high-quality production. The second indicator has already been mentioned : the 
heavy hand of politics in China irrevocably stifles innovation and risk-taking. It reinforces a 
culture of mediocrity.13 The first two factors combine with the third, which is perhaps more 
significant, and arguably more representative of China than elsewhere in Asia. Media analysts 
have coined the term “cultural discount” to describe impediments to the sale of audio-visual 
cultural content.14 In other words, Chinese drama is often embedded with cultural nuances 
particular to a region (Beijing, Shanghai), or is weighed down with the language of political 
reform. These ingredients do not translate well into regional and international markets. In short, 
specificity detracts from wider market success.   
Success leads to cross-territorial and inter-regional demand in most international media 
markets. During the late 1980s and early 1990s a spate of modern popular serials written by Wang 
Shuo and others reshaped the perceptions of Chinese TV drama.15 At that time television dramas of 
foreign origin were offering alternative pleasures to stories fashioned from the plain cloth of 
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socialist realism, stories that celebrated China’s socialist reforms or retold the past in accordance 
with Chinese Communist Party historiography.16 The success of “popular” dramas came with an 
upsurge of mass cultural forms, and in particular urban-style (shimin) culture, during the late 
1980s and early 1990s.17 The literary talents of writers who could reproduce the witty dialogue of 
Wang Shuo were in demand from directors who sensed growing disillusionment with model 
characters. However, few could deliver the goods in the same way.18
Contemporary serials such as Beijingers in New York (Beijing ren zai Niuyue, 1993) and 
Stories from an Editorial Office (bianjibu de gushi, 1991) found success in overseas communities 
in the early 1990s. The twenty-one episode serial Beijingers in New York, directed by Feng 
Xiaogang and Zheng Xiaolong in 1993 chronicled cross-cultural confusions (language, lack of 
strong family relations, clash of social values etc) experienced by Chinese immigrants and 
scholars in foreign lands. In Diasporic Chinese communities worldwide it was one of the most 
talked about media products of the early 1990s.19 Similarly, the 1991 serial Stories from an 
Editorial Office, starring the enigmatic Ge You, an actor whose film career was then on the rise, 
challenged the limits to expression by satirizing the media reforms of the day. For a short time it 
seemed that the commercial media market might liberate artists and writers from the gravitas of 
performing as “engineers of the soul.” For many Chinese living overseas these serials signaled a 
mood of optimism, of openness and positive change. Despite the acclaim of overseas 
compatriots, however, the earnings achieved by these, and several other contemporary narratives 
in overseas markets, were marginal. One of the problems at the time was that the mode of 
distribution through video shops encouraged piracy. However, distribution through informal 
channels gave exposure to these works that was not reflected in economic returns. 
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Tapping the overseas market through legitimate channels provides a much more difficult 
challenge and the most successful genre remains historical dramas.  Indeed, the supply of 
historical costume dramas would appear to be almost unlimited, taking into account the many 
dynasties of Chinese history. Compared with contemporary dramas, historical dramas are more 
easily green-lighted by the State Administration of Radio, Film and TV’s TV Censorship and 
Review Committees. In an environment of entrenched conservatism, it is hardly surprising that 
Hengdian World Studios in Zhejiang, the imagined centre of China’s television drama industry, has 
based its entire business model on producing historical dramas.20In fact, not only are historical 
dramas being written, they are being remade from earlier versions with greater production values 
and special effects, all possible because of the readymade production backlots at locations such as 
Hengdian.  
Mainland China’s earliest successes in exporting historical dramas began during the 1980s. 
Productions of Dream of the Red Chamber (honglou meng, 1986) by CCTV and Outlaws of the 
Marsh (shuihu zhuan, 1981) by Shandong TV achieved moderate success in Taiwan and Hong 
Kong. By the mid-1990s a number of long form historical dramas based on traditional stories 
emerged. In 1994, Hong Kong’s Asia Television purchased the broadcast right of CCTV’s The 
Romance of the Three Kingdoms (sanguo yanyi) for US$8000 per episode while Taiwan’s China 
Television (CTV) paid US$12000 per episode. The success of The Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms for ATV in Hong Kong created a surge in value, following which rival station TVB 
Jade outlaid US$12000 per episode for a remake of Outlaws of the Marsh, which was then still in 
production. By the first decade of the 21st century, Chinese historical dramas were attracting 
higher fees in Taiwan. By 2003, dramas including Swordsmen (xiaoao jianghu), Kangxi Dynasty 
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(Kangxi wangchao, 2001), Yongzheng Dynasty (Yongzheng wangchao, 1999) and Grand 
Mansion Gate (dazhaimen, 2001) had recorded strong sales in Taiwan.   
At the same time, however, competition was emerging from elsewhere. The rising 
popularity of Korean popular culture in East Asia since 2000 is well documented, although little 
has so far been said about its flow-on effects on the TV drama market.21 The first point to note is 
that the attractiveness of Korean drama for viewers has impacted upon the market value of other 
nations’ drama. Korean dramas made inroads into the Taiwanese market from 2001. Offered at 
much cheaper prices than Japanese dramas, and with a distinctive affective dimension that 
embraces Confucian morality, they soon established a following among Chinese audiences. The 
surge in Korean drama in Taiwan in turn impacted on the value and market share of mainland 
Chinese drama. By that time Taiwan had become the prime market for mainland China drama, 
absorbing between 60 and 70 percent of mainland sales. According to the Chinese producer 
Zhang Jizhong after the peak of the Korean wave in 2005 the sale price of his dramas in Taiwan 
dropped from an average of US$15000 to US$10,000 an episode.22   
Korean dramas were at the time being marketed aggressively in TV trade shows in China. 
By 2002, Korean dramas had surpassed Taiwanese dramas in mainland sales (see Chen this 
volume). Meanwhile, stations like Hunan Satellite TV sought to tap into the Korean Wave, in 
2004 broadcasting The Jewel and the Palace (da hanjin). By 2006, however, the surge of interest 
in Korean drama had begun to wane, some viewers finding the pace of Korean drama too slow 
and the narratives too predictable. In that year the four most popular dramas purchased by 
provincial stations were My Rude Old Lady (wode yeman popo); Yellow Sand Fiery Dance 
(huowu huangsha); The Charm Beneath (yanzhi shuifen) and Always Ready (suishi houming). All 
of these were Hong Kong dramas.  
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Nevertheless the Korean Wave had unleashed an undercurrent of export ambition. 
Chinese drama began to change its tactics in order to tap into Asian markets. Hunan Satellite 
TV’s own production, Princess Huanzhu (Huanzhu gege, 1998), a serial that took the domestic 
market by storm, was the first mainland Chinese drama to achieve success in Korea, although 
broadcast after 11 p.m. on SBS due to Korean Broadcasting Commission’s foreign content 
restrictions. Apart from Princess Huanzhu, the success of Chinese TV dramas in Korea was 
limited. However, from 2005 and 2007 more than 700 hours of Chinese drama were sold to 
Korea broadcasters, the most tradable category being military offerings such as The 8th Army 
(balu jun), The Long March (chengzheng), The DA Regiment (DA shi) and Peaceful Times 
(heping niandai), the last two purchased by KBS. These dramas signaled a new stage in China’s 
aspirations to achieve export status. Whereas previously, the operating principle of cultural 
exports was the greater good of the nation: in other words, all content directed internationally was 
regarded as serving a propaganda function, the strategy nowadays is more incremental. Building 
on small successes and in some cases, large successes such as The Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms and Princess Huanzhu, mainland Chinese producers have established a foothold and in 
some way broken down stereotypes of Chinese drama as being boring and ideological.  
However, making Chinese TV drama more fashionable for overseas consumption has 
presented an unprecedented challenge. In the past Taiwanese and Hong Kong dramas established the 
fashion benchmarks, the former learning much from the success of Japanese trendy dramas in 
Taiwan and then establishing its own idol dramas (ouxiangju: see Chen this volume).23 China’s 
attempts to make and export its own trendy dramas have met with mixed response. The 2005 serial 
Falling in Love (haoxiang haoxiang tan lianai) (see Huang this volume), with its muted sexual 
tension and implicit bed-hopping by its four female protagonists met with some bemusement in 
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Taiwan where viewers deemed there was a discernable mismatch between text and 
characterization.24 A copy of HBO’s Sex and the City, incidentally available in video stores in 
China, Falling in Love appeared to over-compensate for its lack of on screen intimacy with 
excessive dialogue in the form of gossip and complaints about women’s lives.  
The question confronting producers thus becomes: how do you make drama that sits well 
with Chinese censors while retaining appeal for overseas audiences? As Chen (this volume) 
points out, these are issues that regularly confront Mainland-Taiwan co-productions. Other 
strategies adopted by Chinese producers include trying to imitate the contemporary Korean style 
with its emphasis on emotive sensibility, replacing the literary language of many historical 
dramas with the vernacular, and using actors that have cross-border appeal.  In addition, the 
format of serial drama, which is so popular in East Asia, provides an obstacle to distribution in 
many international markets. In general, the international format for drama favors soap opera or 
series, which are constructed around a self-contained story rather a continuing narrative. In order 
to facilitate distribution in Western markets a certain amount of cosmetic surgery is often required 
to reduce the content and insert elements that appeal to non-Mainland audiences.  
      
Marketing Chinese TV Drama: The New Imperative  
While capturing niche markets in Korea and Taiwan is a step forward for Chinese TV 
drama, aspirations to play in the global arena are constrained by distribution limitations. While it 
is undoubtedly true that the imagined community of Greater China extends globally, and 
compares favorably in numbers with the thriving Indian and Spanish-speaking media markets, 
the availability of platforms for Chinese TV drama are limited.  China Central Television (CCTV) 
operates three overseas satellite television channels that purport to service 67 million viewers. 
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According to SARFT, this breaks down approximately into 50 million for CCTV-9, 15 million for 
CCTV-4 and 2 million for CCTV's Spanish and French language channel.25 These state 
sponsored channels are received around the world in more than 100 countries via direct satellite 
reception, cable networks, IPTV and terrestrial broadcasting. However, despite the spin often 
associated with reciprocal landing rights, for instance deals between US networks such as News 
Corporation and CCTV, the latter’s overseas offering are still predominantly focused on 
information about China rather than entertainment content.   
The answer would appear to be a unified approach rather than a state-dominated one. In 
February 2005, the China International TV Corp. (CITVC) — a subsidiary of CCTV — was 
launched. Branded as “The Great Wall satellite platform”, this initiative delivers a suite of 
Mandarin language channels to Vietnam, Thailand, South Korea, Myanmar, Hong Kong, Macao, 
and Taiwan, as well as to US cable networks. The platform brings together seven of China’s 
leading provincial television stations along with Hong Kong-based Phoenix Television, Asia 
Television (ATV), and the US Huaxia Television station under the broad leadership of CCTV.26 
Chinese TV channels are also accessible via satellite subscription in many countries.27 A good 
example of success in this marketplace was the serial Song of Eternal Regret (changhen ge 2005), 
Based on a novel by Wang Anyi, it was first released in Hong Kong as a film version directed by 
Guan Jinpeng. Chronicling life in Shanghai from 1940 to 1970, its refined and elegant style 
inspired a TV drama version which was successfully distributed in US cable networks, finding an 
audience in the Chinese diaspora.     
During the next few years, the pan-Asian market for drama will necessitate a rethink of 
strategies. The formation of media conglomerates from 1998 was an attempt to develop 
economies of scale and compete with the transnationals; the benefits of agglomeration include 
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linking with independent production units. In effect, the Chinese media market is entering into a 
more mature stage. I have argued elsewhere that China is moving up the creative industries value 
chain. In this transition imitation is replaced by innovation. Part of this process is exploiting co-
productions, formats and licenses. Producers are attempting to break out of the low-value 
domestic market and move towards marketing more in East and South-east Asian markets. As the 
example of the Korea Wave demonstrates, export competitiveness builds on strengths in domestic 
production. Breaking out of local markets requires a shedding of local nuance and a rethinking of 
strategy. The market is beginning to respond to cross-regional diversification. Until a few years 
ago, television fairs in Sichuan, Shanghai and Beijing were the primary means for trading 
television dramas. Most dramas were exchanged between broadcasters, not for cash but for other 
dramas. The emergence of independents is bringing forward new business models, including the 
production of promotional footage that can be made available to prospective buyers or distributed 
on websites such as the Beijing Television Entertainment Exchange Network (Beijing dianshi 
yule jiemu jiaoyi wang).  Currently 70 percent of sales of TV drama are conducted through either 
TV industry fairs or by agents or companies specializing in the field. 
Larger networks such as CCTV and Shanghai TV are increasing the value of their cable 
and pay TV channels, not only by buying more diverse offerings, but by investing in co-
productions, made-for-television movies, and new dramas. In 2004, CCTV established a new 
initiative for the production of television drama: four producers — Yu Shengli, Lian Zhenhua, 
Zhang Lujie, and Wu Zhaolong — were assigned a “studio” (gongzuoshi) under the umbrella of 
the Television Cultural Development Company.28 This enterprise was designed to incubate and 
produce new and interesting quality television drama, with an emphasis on independence from 
existing marketplace practices such as bartering content for advertising space, the constraints of 
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trading exclusive rights to CCTV, or having to include product placements for a range of 
sponsors.  
The clarification of rights management issues, particularly in the context of co-production 
deals, has now emerged as a key issue in the next stage of expansion.29 Pressure has come from 
other sources. Korean, Hong Kong, and Taiwanese television producers are insisting on 
negotiating rights deals in order to ensure that they recoup some of their costs (see chapters in 
this volume by Lee and Chen). In some instances, these include the rights to broadcast for several 
years, in contrast to the international model of extremely limited broadcast scheduling — for 
instance, a free-to-air and cable deal. The development of competition is an important theme 
within segments of the industry. Pay TV platforms that offer a buffet of specialized niche 
channels — a feature of contemporary multi-channel environments — represent a new business 
model for large provincial and city stations within China. This emerging ‘post-broadcasting’ 
landscape is having an impact upon the producer–viewer relationship, with the latter demanding 
more specialized fare. Nevertheless, despite a cornucopia of programming options and formats 
emerging from the reshaping of the market in China, television drama production is likely to 
remain the wellspring of economic viability.  
 
Conclusion: Good Content and the Pan-Asian Marketplace 
Can China become a leader in regional television drama production? In targeting the East 
Asian region and the international Mandarin-speaking community, Chinese film, TV and 
animation can reach a potential audience exceeding that of the Indian film and TV industry. In 
addition to commercial considerations there are national aspirations: the idea that China has been 
colonized by international media, more recently Korean drama, does not sit well with many 
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Chinese nationalists, particularly in an era when China is making international gains on other 
economic battlefields. But there are far deeper problems than getting the content right. China’s 
cultural trade deficit is not a quick fix. How do China’s TV drama producers become 
competitive? The key point is that, rather than following the pattern of the past of producing 
programs that placate cultural officials, China needs to become more innovative. Can this happen 
within the current politicized production environment? Rather than just churning out seemingly 
endless and often predictable historical television dramas, Chinese producers need to 
acknowledge that popular modern stories are the most lucrative model, particularly with regard to 
attracting advertising.  
What, therefore, is good content? From one perspective it is content that has appeal to 
certain valued demographics — for instance, “pink dramas.” These trendy dramas are both a 
response to competition and a step forward in thinking about audience niches. As I have 
mentioned, the current phase of internationalization is taking localization strategies seriously, 
incorporating themes that have more cross-territorial appeal, along with the use of actors that are 
familiar to regional audiences. According to the TV Program Marketing Department of the China 
International TV Corporation, good Chinese content first and foremost reflects national culture 
and socialist ideology. However, this does not necessarily entail proceeding as before, simply 
producing much of the same. For Chinese TV drama-makers, the ultimatum is clear: producing 
better content is a learning process; it also entails a certain amount of un-learning; that is, 
breaking free of the pedagogical straightjacket that has to date restricted the market success of 
mainland drama. For many, the world of Chinese TV drama is on the verge of a new dawn.  
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